
The Chair and Commissioners,
British Columbia Utilities Commission
Suite 410, 900 Howe Street,
Vancouver, B.C.
V6Z 2N3
commission.secretary@bcuc.com

September, 4, 2019
Dear Sirs,

    Thank you for the 30 day input opportunity to your Gasoline and Diesel Prices Inquiry. I have
read the Report, the Terms of Reference and the conclusions. There are still some “mysteries” and 
anomalies to be researched.

    I wish to recommend the BCUC conduct a special study of the Powell River area gas market 
as the community regularly has higher retail gas prices than the Lower Mainland and Vancouver Island.
This has been the case for many years and at this time it has been inordinately and consistently high at 
159.9/l for quite some time. No one in the Powell River area has ever been able to understand how this 
can be the case and no one here has had the authority to do a proper study.

    A BCUC study would be more than useful not only for Powell River but for the Province as I 
believe it would reveal some interesting wholesale activities which could affect future decisions on 
regulations. My suspicion at this stage is that the oligopoly, or monopoly, has somehow forced all our 
local gas retailers into a situation whereby your “mystery 13 cents” is probably nearer 25 cents. I would
find it difficult to believe the 7 local gas stations have a cartel in this isolated community as over the 
years someone would have stepped outside such an organization and “spilled the beans”, or have 
quietly revealed any manipulation.

   As your Report believes further study is needed to establish what market oversight should be 
established I am respectfully recommending Powell River receive your attention.

Here are some facts as I know them affecting our gas prices.
1. The population of the City of Powell River is 13,700

The population of the Powell River area is 20,200
2. There are 7 gas stations in the area
3. Petro Canada, Shell, Chevron and Esso operate here. Columbia fuels has a tank farm, but no gas

station.
4. I believe 2 of the gas stations are independent of the large corporations, but I have no idea who

their wholesaler might be.
5. There are 3 or 4 key lock locations
6. Co-op and Husky do not operate here.
7. Gas is delivered from the Lower Mainland in 2 large tanks in tandem. The sea distance from

Burnaby is about 120km
8. The tanks are loaded on a multiple cargo barge and are hauled off at Powell River by a local

transport company.
9. The gas is delivered in the tanks to at least 5 of the 7 gas stations. They could all be receiving

the same regular gas. However, I don't know if there are separate compartments for each gas
company. I believe this could only mean there is one wholesaler. It might be a sub-contract
wholesaler.

10. The Powell River area does not have a Transit tax which I believe is 8 cents in the Lower
Mainland. In the past, Powell River chose to pay for hospital infrastructure as opposed to
Transit. So when my son bought gas 1.30/l at Langley Super Save last Thursday the transit tax
was included. When we all buy gas here at 1.59.9/l with no Transit tax we need help in
understanding what is happening.
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